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_ COSTANTINI PIETRO AT SALONE DEL MOBILE _

MILAN 2022

100 years of design. 100 years of continuous research and innovation.
These are the style features of Costantini Pietro, since 1922 making 
furniture for the living area with distinctive creative design, precise 
detailing, material quality and superb craftsmanship, always focussed on 
introducing important innovative manufacturing techniques using multiple 
materials, first and foremost wood, always a key feature of Costantini 
products.

The company will be at Salone del Mobile this year, presenting designs by 
Giuseppe Viganò, creator of the Sign capsule collection, always seeking 
new inspirations and styles. In his work, experimentation and being 
influenced by references from the spheres of art, fashion and poetry create 
the conditions for a broad-reaching approach to design.
Stefano Spessotto is a designer whose products are a masterful 
combination of exclusive style and profound significance: creativity and 
flexibility are fused in a unique style that creates perfect furniture for a 
modern, cosmopolitan living space.

The 2022 Costantini Pietro collection is designed to satisfy the 
interior design needs of consumers seeking the excellence of Made 
in Italy craftsmanship and elegant style, with a hint of contemporary, 
cosmopolitan state of the art design.
In the new products, selected style and materials, Made in Italy quality 
and the contemporary elegance of the hallmark Costantini style are mixed 
with Eastern inspiration and new, rounded geometries, confirming that the 
company is open to exploring new avenues of design, while retaining its 
sleek design with a wealth of features.

All products in the 2022 collection can be customized on request with the 
numerous wood types and materials, lacquer finishes and ranges of fabrics 
available in the catalogue.
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_ NEW PRODUCTS 2022 _

A table design incorporating geometric lines that arouse 
a pleasant feeling of lightness. Apparently simple, yet with 
a complex construction technique and accurately executed details.

The legs consist of two visually light trestles, each created using two 
wooden rods separated by a metal tube that supports the top. 
A perfect mechanism where every element slots in perfectly, without 
visible screws. A work of engineering patented by the company.

The balance and stability of this minimalist structure produce 
an elegant design feature. Essential, simple design combines with 
quality materials and precise detail, creating a decidedly modern table.

Sign collection 

_ LINES TABLE _

Design
Giuseppe Viganò



Sign collection 

_ BEND TABLE _

A modern, elegant table with striking geometric design detail.
Metal parallelograms with rounded corners create slender bands of 
various widths that support the table top. Three legs on one side 
and two on the other evoke a sensation of movement and make the 
whole table design even more original. A thick wooden top adds 
extra character. A dynamic, strikingly stylish table.

Design
Giuseppe Viganò

_ NEW PRODUCTS 2022 _



A curvy high-back chair which exudes timeless elegance.
The softly padded chair seat and backrest are mounted on a 
modern tubular metal base, partly clad in a shaped wooden cover. 
The elegance and excellence of the craftsmanship combine with 
the harmonious overall chair design to give it an appearance 
of solidity and comfort.

Sign collection

_ ALTEA CHAIR _

Design
Giuseppe Viganò

_ NEW PRODUCTS 2022 _



A distinctive chair with an upholstered section padded to mid-back 
level, and a wrap-around backrest above, with a shell wider than 
the chair seat. The seat is mounted on a wooden base with 
softly rounded corners. A seat available in multiple combinations 
that make it fit different room styles perfectly.

Sign collection 

_ NORA CHAIR _

Design
Giuseppe Viganò

_ NEW PRODUCTS 2022 _



An original and unique cabinet design. Its distinctive shape has 
amply rounded corners tapering off towards the back of the cabinet.
The solid, compact structure stands on round tubular feet cut 
on the oblique at the front. Meticulously designed in every detail, 
it is a perfect choice for the living or dining area and is available in 
three variants: a low TV unit version; a taller version with fronts and 
drawers, a perfect pairing next to a table; the open shelf version 
for a stronger emphasis on lightness.

Sign collection 

_ ERA CABINET_

Design
Giuseppe Viganò

_ NEW PRODUCTS 2022 _



Design
Giuseppe Viganò

LED pendant lamp featuring elegant and modern geometric lines 
and a surprising lively core that lets a soft light filter through.
Metal parallelograms with rounded corners create slender bands 
of various widths that interact in the air, resulting in a very stylish 
object with a dynamic personality.

Sign collection 

_ BEND LAMP_

_ NEW PRODUCTS 2022 _



Design

_ SAKS TABLE _

Stefano Spessotto

A piece of furniture with clean, linear design and distinctive soft, 
simplified contours. Inspired by 20th century Italian Rationalism, 
Saks has a 6 cm top and a double wooden and metal base with 
asymmetrical volumes, created by adding and subtracting elliptical 
elements. Saks is the ultimate in functional and contemporary living 
room furniture and is the product of a reinterpretation of the classic 
ellipse, which becomes a symbol of purity, wisdom and knowledge.

_ NEW PRODUCTS 2022 _



Design

_ LAYLA CHAIR _

Stefano Spessotto

With soft contours but bold design, Layla is the product of a 
contemporary interpretation of the combination of Liberty style 
and curved wood, and is an original piece of furniture, delivering 
absolute comfort in its chair and armchair versions. Layla is available 
in different finishes to fit into the furniture design scheme of a 
consumer who is looking for elegant materials and edgy design.

_ NEW PRODUCTS 2022 _



Design

_ OSCAR COLLECTION _

Stefano Spessotto

The Oscar collection is the perfect combination of classic Italian 
style and precise Asian Zen tradition. Created from the desire for a 
seamless transition between the living and dining area, the collection 
echoes the round section of the Layla chair, divesting 
it of superfluous detail and enriching it with the typical colours, 
wood types and materials of Costantini Pietro. 

Clean design makes Oscar the perfect solution for any interior 
design requirements. The simple wooden structure thus becomes 
the base for a coffee table, pouf or occasional table, with the same 
distinctive smooth contours.

_ NEW PRODUCTS 2022 _



Design

_ ARIEL BUFFET _

Stefano Spessotto

Inspired by the typical style and function concept of Modernism, 
in which form and functionality are reciprocally bound together, 
Ariel is a buffet with a bold design, which adapts to every living 
space. Ariel has distinctive large volumes, cleverly made lighter
by a tubular metal structure resting on metal legs.
The precise geometric design combines with sophisticated details, 
highlighted in the careful design of the interior compartments, 
elegantly masked by a smoked glass door. Luxurious wood and 
elegant lacquer finishes create a perfect equilibrium of solid and 
empty volumes.
The Ariel buffet is available in two different lengths: 
240cm and 180cm.

_ NEW PRODUCTS 2022 _



Design

_ SHELL COLLECTION _

Stefano Morandini

The Shell family consists of a chair, armchair and swivel armchair 
with a pouf and stool. Custom finish and upholstery options mean 
it can adapt to every setting and gives absolute creative freedom 
in room design. Contemporary and elegant, Shell has soft forms 
and curves designed to wrap around your body like a seashell 
in the perfect combination of comfort and design.

_ NEW PRODUCTS 2022 _



Design

_ ROGER SOFA _

Stefano Spessotto

The interiors of old-fashioned English cars, with their uniquely 
elegant combination of wooden details and upholstery, were a clear 
reference in designing the new sofa by Costantini. The contrast 
in proportions between generous padding and the lightness 
of the structure makes it an elegant yet unusual object.
Refined wooden details and metal feet add a touch of luxury 
and give this product timeless appeal.

_ NEW PRODUCTS 2022 _



Design

_ PEGGY SHOWCASE_

Stefano Spessotto

Inspiration for this showcase design comes from the desire to 
reinterpret the style of another era, a world in which time passed 
more slowly and we could afford the luxury of taking a moment 
for ourselves. The drinks cabinet represents the desire to take a 
little break from the frenetic pace of daily life and relax in the living 
rooom of your home. The simple, elegant design of the Peggy model 
makes it an object with modern style but vintage soul, perfect 
for current trends.

_ NEW PRODUCTS 2022 _
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